Increase Engagement and Reduce Cognitive Load with Edgenuity® Guided Notes

Printable worksheets help students easily identify important information
Research shows that note-taking enhances learning, but taking notes while listening can be challenging. Offering your students a guide that they can use to easily identify the most important information from the lesson reduces cognitive load, and also keeps them more engaged in what they’re learning.

Edgenuity’s Guided Notes are designed to help students take a more active role in their learning. In Fall 2019, Guided Notes will be available for the following high-school courses:

- Algebra I
- Algebra II
- Geometry
- Math I
- Math II
- Math III
- English 9
- English 10
- Physical Science
- Biology
- US History
- World History

Having good, complete notes can help students understand and retain more information and ultimately do better on assessments.

Offering these worksheets to English language learners, students on IEPs or 504 plans, and students who struggle can help them focus more easily on the material they’re learning.

TO SEE GUIDED NOTES SAMPLES VISIT, edgenuity.click/Guided-Notes/

Guided Notes are optional, ungraded resources for educators to offer to students as they learn. Each printable worksheet corresponds to a single lesson and features lesson-specific content to help students focus on key concepts and words, and take better, more comprehensive notes.
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